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CHAPTER l '
INTRODUCTION
l.l Research Motivation
The main objectives of an electric energy systdnareto meet load
demands with adequacy and reliability and to keep at the same time eco-
logical and economic prices as low as possible. Electric energy demand
has been shown to be an exponential function doubling its rate over
every decade. This ever-increasing load has led to larger and more
complex systems. interconnections throughout the United States and
. Canada are growing and expanding. The main advantages of such inter-
connections are continuity of service and economy of power production.
Power interchanges between interconnected systems are scheduled to take ad-
vantage of hour·apart peak demand periods or available lower cost
capacity. During emergencies, spinning reserve capacity is shared, con-
tributing to the continuity of service.
This extensive interconnection of large scale power systems has
resulted in the formulation of many new concepts in power system plan-
ning and operation. The Commonwealth Edison CompanylsSystem Planning
_ Department has done extensive studies in interchange power calculations ll,2].
Linear programming in conjunction with linearized load flows proved to be
effective tools in solving the Simultaneous Power interchange Capability
of a thermally limited system [21. The objective function to be maximized
was an index ofperformance expressing the total power that could be
brought into a single area system through neighboring ties subject to
generation and transmission limitations. The ninth annual review of
2overall reliability and adequacy of the North American bulk power
systems published in August 1979 by the National Electric Reliability
Council (NERC) brings forth the "emergency transfer capabilities" that
represent the ability of the transmission network to transfer power
from one area to another. These numbers expressed in megawatts (Mw)
are shown in Fig. l-l and represent the interregional transfer capa-
bilities between companies or groups of companies pooled together.
These numbers are for nonsimultaneous transfers and were determined in
accordance with the following NERC definition
[3];.
Emergency Transfer Capability: The total amount of power
(above the net contracted purchases and sales) which
can be scheduled, with an assurance of adequate system
reliability, for interregional or multiregional trans-
fers over the transmission network for periods up to
several days, based on the most limiting of the
following:
(a) All transmission loadings initially with long-
time emergency ratings and all voltages initially within
acceptable limits.
(b) The bulk power system capable of absorbing the
initial power swings and remaining stable upon the loss
of any single transmission circuit, transformer, or
generating unit." (c) All transmission loadings within their respec-
tive short-time emergency ratings and voltages within
emergency limits after the initial power swings follow-
· ing the disturbance, but before system adjustments are
made. (ln the event of a permanent outage of a facility,
transfer schedules may need to be revised.) _
‘ The major controversial issue raised in this paper is the degree
of validity of those numbers since they do not correspond to a realistic
situation. That is, these numbers are indices of performance calculated
by bringing (or transferring) power into a network subject to trans-
mission and generation constraints. They do not represent a realistic
situation inasmuch as power is not brought into the system in order to
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RFig.l-l. National Electric Reliability Council (NERC) Emergency
Transfer Capabilities (Mw). (l979 Summen)
htake up some of the load either in an emergency or a normal situation.
The only case where power is wheeled across the network from one area
to another seems to be the justifiable case where such numbers would be
meaningful.
A
A related problem is that of Maximum Supply Capability which is
defined in this paper as the maximm load a generating system can serve,
neglecting losses, and with all units operating. Reference [Ä] formu-
lates this problem as a linear program with the additional constraint
l
that loads vary linearly as a function of the total system load. This
paper will review briefly the Simultaneous Power Interchange problem
and will focus mainly on the Maximum Power Supply Capacity devising an
algorithm to find the exact optimal solution and discussing other com-
putational aspects using digital computers.
l.2 'Literature Review
.
V
In this section a brief review of the pertinent literature will be
given. Also a few papers using related methods will be discussed al-
P
though not directly related to the subject of this thesis.
E Early development of tie lines did not involve high loading levels
as the power transfers were essentially for emergency assistance. As
E
E
these interties continued to grow and expand, they gave rise to a
complex, closely interconnected network permitting an increased relia-
bility and economy of operation. Reference [I] considers the transmis·
sion interchange capability between two companies and defines the new
concepts of jimiting element, key element, power transfer distribution
factor, line outage distribution factor, incremental interchange ·
5capability, waximum interchange capability and first Contingency inter-
change Gapability. This analysis is limited to two simultaneous trans-
fers and is done using simple graphical approaches. Reference [2] con-
siders the simultaneous import of power into one company from several
surrounding neighbors. The problem is solved using linear programming
in conjunction with a linearized load flow that makes use of power
transfer distribution factors [l].
A related problem is that of Maximum Power Supply Capacity which
is treated in Reference [N]. The problem is defined as being the maxi-
mum load a generating system can serve neglecting the losses. The
authors make use of the D.C. load flow assumptions and formulate the
problem asa linear program.
Reference [5] gives a mathematical justification for the successful
use of current distribution factors referenced to the swing bus and
arbitrary ground tie modifications as opposed to current distribution
factors referenced to the ground bus.
References [6], [7], [8], and [9] discuss the applications of
linear programming to power system security control calculations.
Reference [6] presents the linear programming formulation of the re-
T
scheduling of active power required in corrective and preventive real-
time security control and also in off-line studies. Reference [7]
discusses the applications of such a method to practical power systems
showing its versatility in implementing a variety of objectives, con-
trolled devices and priorities. Reference [8] is an extension of the
previous two reports to handle piecewise linear objective functions, a
feature that is interesting in dealing with the security—constrained ”
economic dispatch/controlior multiple-valved—turbine units. Finally
reference [9] discusses the real·time corrective control of reactive
power to relieve abnormal voltage levels and excessive reactive power
flows. The main conclusions to be drawn are that linear programming
together with incremental network models proved to give acceptable
accuracies for operational purposes. Additional features are compu-
tational reliability, fast speed of calculation and ability to handle
large systems efficiently.
7CHAPTER Il
LINEAR OPTIMAL LOAD FLOWS
2.l Introduction
The term Optimal Load Flow refers to an operating state or load
flow solution where some power system quantity is optimized subject to
constraints on the problem variables and on some functions of these
variables. The constraints are usually classified under two categories:
load constraints and operating constraints.
The load constraints require that the load demands be met by the
system and can be expressed in the form of the familiar load flow equa-
tions. The operating constraints impose minimum or maximum operating
limits on system variables and are associated with both steady-state
l
and transient stability limitations. These restrictions are imposed on
various power system quantities such as equipment loadings (mainly for
_ transmission lines and transformefs), bus voltages, phase angle differ-
ences, real and reactive injected powers, etc.
In this chapter, an optimal linear load flow is one in which the
objective function to be optimized and the constraints are linear „
functions of the system variables. These linear programs usually have
several drawbacks and yield only approximate results to the exact
solution. Also, many operating constraints cannot be handled by these
programs and in most cases a general nonlinear formulation is needed
to represent the model adequately. Several methods have been devised
to solve nonlinear programs but none exhibit the efficiency and re-
liability of the Simplex method. °
82.2 System Description
In this section some of the notations and terminology that wiil be
used throughout this paper are presented below. The mathematical des-
cription of a power system is given by linear circuit theory and the
complex power relations for the loads and the generating plants. Each
bus or node is presented as in Fig. 2-l where j, k and 2 connect node i
to nodes j, k, and 2. The flows of power and current are taken positive
l
in the directions indicated by the arrows. The terminology used is as
follows:
n : number of busses in the system excluding the voltage
reference node
|Vi| : voltage magnitude of bus i
Gi : voltage angle of bus i Si
Vi : complex voltage of bus i given by |Vi| ej T
Pi : net real power injected into bus i ‘
Qi T : net reactive power imjected into bus i
Si : net complex power injected into bus i given by Si = Pi + jQi
PGi : =real power generated at bus i
QGi : reactive power generated at bus i
Säi : complex power generated at bus i given by PGi + jQGi
PLi : real power demand at bus i
QLi : reactive power demand at bus i
· gti : complex power demand at bus i given by PLi + jQLi
Pij' : real power flow from bus i to bus j at bus j‘
Qii : reactive power flow from bus i to bus j at bus j
Si] : gomplex power flow from bus i to bus j at bus j given by
9P
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rij : resistance of line (i,j)
xij : reactance of line (i,j)
lg;] : impedance of line (i,j) given by ri] + jxij
gij : conductance of line (i,j)
-bij : susceptance of line {i,j)
y,] : admittance of line (i,j) given by gi} - jbij = gä-
. |J
· Further notations will be developed in subsequent sections wherever
appropriate.
2.3 Linearized Load Flow
We shall derive in this section a linearized load flow that makes
. use of power distribution factors. This load flow has been used exten—
sively in power interchange capability studies [2], ik aggumeg that the
incremental complex power flowing in a branch due to an incremental
change in the net injected powers at the busses of the system varies
linearly as a function of the incremental changes in the net injected
powers. Although this linear approximation provides fairly good results
for the flow of real power in the lines, it does not adequately repre-
sent the flow of reactive power, especially when initial condition line
loadings have an unusual MVAR to Mw ratio.
The power distribution factors for a single area are derived from
the system bus impedance matrix as follows:
The complex power flow in line (i,j) at bus j is given by
• 1 1*
__
g si] = 1U vj (2.1)
_
Il
where * denotes complex conjugation. Using Ohm's law
_ TI', ·°\7.1.. =————·'- (2.2)‘-‘ 2..'J
. The bus voltages can be expressed as a function of the bus injection
currents and the bus impedance matrix ZBUS or the bus impedance matrix
referenced to a bus other than the ground if the system is not grounded.
we then have
... " -vi = ki] ziknk (2.3)
substituting (2.2) into (2.3),
_ n zik ·zk.I.,
= Z ——·:——-L lk (2.1})'J k=l Z,.'J
Expressing the injected current TL at bus k as
§'«
uk =:_i‘- (2.6)1.Vk
and substituting (2.h) and (2.5) into (2.l) yields
ag.,__ H zik — zk. V. __s.. = 2 (——-—-L) —·*— s (2.6)'J k—1 " '° kz., V•_} k
Taking the partial of §}j with respect to EL and neglecting volt-
age variation, we have
l2
BS,. zik · zk.
if V. ‘-:5- =· <——:.—-J-> :5- <2-v>· BSk zij Vk
On the other hand, SU and -S-k can be written as
‘§..=P..+° .. 2.8•_; •_; J Qi} ( )
and
Sk = Pk + J0.k (2-9)
( a'§i. e
Under the assumption of Eq. (2.7) the Partie) ;:"'J' een be Written 85 [ll]Sk
a'§,. ap,. aqi.....i = ..1.J. + j ....J. (2_]())— BP BPBS k kk
or as ·
ai,. 6Q,. ap,.....L = .....L .. j ...J. (Z_]})- BQ BQBSk kkwe
are mostly interested in the real power flow in the line and ‘
J
BP;. BP;.‘ the partials §—J- and -ga-L are of particular importance. · Identifying
k k
similar terms in (2.7), (2.lO) and (2.ll) we have
BP., 2.k · zk.
gg V'.
ä3'U‘= R2, :1- (2.12)
k 2.. Vij k
and
T3
° a ..BP,. zik · zk. Vi—J- - Im () "‘ ‘ (2.l3lSQ —- —-k z.. V1J k
Assuming a base case load flow, the incremental power flow in the
line (i,j) is given by
BP;. 2 BP,.APij = EFEL APk + äöiJ·AQk (2.lh) .
assuming that the variations in the voltage magnitudes and angles are
small enough to be neglected. Assuming also an almost constant voltage
magnitude profile and small angle differences,expression (2.Ä) can be
further simplified if .
BP;.
8Q lo 1 (2.15)k
J
In the case where line resistances are neglected this partial can be
expressed as
J
SP;. zik - zk. *lVklä·6.—'L= • ·j··_'L·' Slfl (6. ' Ök) (2.l6)12 z,. lvl JIJ k
Expression (2.lS) is seen to be justified if the angle difference
( J 6k) is small5. · ° .
Finally the incremental power flow in line (i,j) is written as
.11 zik - zk. V.AP,. = Z Re APk (2.l7)J k=l zij Vk
Ih
and in the case where resistances are neglectedv
¤ z;k · zk. *IVÄlAP;. = 2 (—-;—J—) —_;-*— am (6.—6k>APk (2.18)J k=l z.. lv I ° JIJ k
Traditionally the power distribution factors used in interchange cal-
culations are defined as
* 1zik ' Zk· ‘
D. = (·—:y·——·JÖ _ (2.l9)
1J,k 2;;
(l) (1) ;;Zik ' Zk· ·p = (—;———·’-> (2.20)ij,k 2;;
where the second ones are referred to the swing bus and have proved to
yield more accurate results [5]. V
Our power distribution factors differ from the above by the fact
that they account for the nonuniform voltage profiles and angular dif-
ferences and provide greater accuracy. lt is interesting to note that
they have been used successfully in an iterative solution of an optimal
linear load flow (see Chapter III.)
’
2.h Simultaneous Power interchange Capability (SPIC) _
The Simultaneous Power interchange Capability problem is one that
can be expressed as a linear optimal load flow making use of the power
distribution factors derived in the previous section. Some of the con-
cepts that have evolved with the SPlC problem are those of limiting
elements, key elements, maximum interchange capability and first con-
tingency interchange capability.
i5
A limiting element is a circuit element that is susceptible to be
mostreadilyioverloaded under continuous operating conditions. A key
element is a circuit element (line, tower, generator) whose outage would
impose an overload on another limiting element.
Maximum interchange capability is the amount of power that can be
j interchanged without exceeding continuous facility loading capabilities.
Also, following the sudden outage of any single circuit, double circuit
tower line, or generating unit, no facility should be loaded beyond its
short time emergency capability; all generation should remain stable
and no excessive voltage drops should occur anywhere on the inter- _
connected systems.
First contingency interchange capability is defined the same as
maximum, except that an additional key line or generator is initially
out of service for some reason (e.g. for maintenance).
The SPIC problem that will be considered in this section is the
maximum interchange capability between any one area (or company) and
all the other areas (or companies). Consider the center area A sur-
rounded by several neighbors N], ..., Nn in Fig. 2-2. The variables T
xl, .Ä., xn represent the levels of power flows above contractual
levels that are brought into A. Using the incremental linear model de-
rived in the previous section , the problem can be formulated mathe-
matically as the maximization of an index of performance subject to
generation and transmission limitations. Ue will consider only the
case of thermally limited networks. The problem can then be formulated
mathematically as
I6
2
X4 °
X I
Fig. 2-2. Simultaneous Power Interchange into System A.
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I
nMaxn
Subject to Z PTDF.. x. < M. i = I, ..., n fqrm (1)jgl 1J J —- 1
xi j_xi’max i = I, ..., n f¤rm (2) .
PTDFij denotes the power transfer distribution factor relating the
flow of power in the line i to a power change in generation in area j.
Mi is equal to the rating of the line minus the base case contractual
flow in tie line i. The rating of the line can be considered as the
continuous rating or short time rating depending on the problem consid-
ered. lf a possible outage is anticipated, constraints of the form (I)
are modified by adding additional components. This Ieads to the con-
cept of line outage distribution factors which relate the portion of
the load carried by the key line before its outage which would be trans-
ferred to the Iimiting line when the outage occurs. The general philo-
sophy is that we will still have a linear program in the same variables
and we will not discuss this case further. (The reader is referred to
References [I] and [2].) lnequalities of type (2) express generation
limitations in area i.
In this last paragraph we will discuss some of the shortcomings of
these calculations as have already been noted in Sec. l.I. In the case
of multiple simultaneous power interchange between pairs of companies,
the numbers computed are not meaningful. In the case of simultaneous
power interchange into one area, these numbers are supposed to represent
C l
l8
the "emergency help" that could be supplied to that area from its neigh-
bors. However, even in that case, it is not clear what is done with the
power brought into the area and to what extent the numbers calculated by
the SPIC program are meaningful. A related problem, the Maximum Power ·
l
Supply Capacity is discussed in detail in the next chapter and can
easily be adapted as a SPIC problem where all the loads in the center
area vary linearly as Functions of the total system load.
T9
CHAPTER III
NMAXIMUM POWER SUPPLY CAPACITY
3.l Problem Definition
In this chapter the Maximum Power Supply Capacity (MPSC) of a gen- ·
erating system is defined to be the maximum load it can supply under
the following assumptions:
(l) losses are neglected
(2) PQ busses are operated at unity power factor
(3) loads vary linearly with the total system load
(N) D.C. load flow assumptions are in effect so as to express
branch flows as linear combinations of net injected powers.
Reference [N] formulates this problem as a linear program. It
isshownthere that the real power flow in each branch of the etwork can N
be expressed as a linear combination of the real powers generated.
Mathematically, it is derived that
P = 6 AB-)! (1] — (Pu 1.o”ad))P (3.1)-6ranch Branch Bus n -6
where
N£·Branch is the mxl vector of real power flows in the m branches
of the system,)
-jBBranch is the mxm diagonal matrix of branch admittances,
. A is the mx(n-l) matrix obtained by deleting the column
corresponding to the swing bus in the mxm bus inci-
dence matrix
20
jßggs is the (n·l)x(n·l) inverse of the (n·l)x(n—l) bus ad-
mittance matrix jßégg referred to the swing bus,
lg is the nxn identity matrix with the first row deleted
PU Load is an (n—l)xn matrix containing the coefficients re-
lating a load PL, to the total system load PD =
n n
Z PL = Z PG except for the swing bus. Specifically
i=l i i=l i
we have
P] = (Pu Laad) P—L —G
where_P]
= [P ...P—LL2 Ln
PU Load = (aij), ai] = constant for
n
fixed i, i # l, Z aij = l for any ji=l
PG is the nxl generation vector
-
Note: In the D.C. load flow assumptions, resistances and line charging
are neglected making the bus admittance matrix singular. Hence,it is
necessary to use the A and Bggs matrices referenced to the swing bus _
which is taken to be bus l for convenience.
_ Letting
H = B A
B-] (I]
- (PU Load)) (3.2)Branch Bus n
2l
and
l_= [l ... l] (lxn sum vector) (3.3)
the MPSC problem is then formulated as .
Max l_· BG _ ·-
(MPSC) subjecä t° £Branch,min i-HEG i·E8ranch,max (?°h)
-EG,min 5- -F-G f- E,-G,max
Note:. There are only inequality constraints since the equality con-
straints (load flow equations) have been eliminated by using the D.C.
load flow assumptions. The inequality constraint reflect the generation
and transmission constraints in a thermally limited network.
There is a major drawback in this formulation which is the inability
I
of the program to take into account certain types of constraints such
as imposing limits on bus voltages. This is because all the bus voltages
were assumed to be approximately l.O pu, this being one of the assump-
tions of the D.C. load flow. The same problem will be formulated in the
W next section of this chapter as an iterative linear program that is able
( to handle this type of constraint as well as others.
As a final remark, there are similarities between this problem and
the SPIC problem. Some of the generating units could be assumed to be . W
tie lines delivering power to the system under study. Both problems are
l
then equivalent if the linear relationship between loads and total
system load is maintained. ln this case the problem is more realistic
22
and the objective function does not describe solely an index of perfor-
mance.
3.2 lterative Solution of the MPSC Problem
A new algorithm that was applied successfully to obtain the exact
optimum of the MPSC is described in this section. This algorithm can
be used for systems that exhibit highly nonlinear characteristics and
for which the linearization in the previous section does not adequately
represent the model. The algorithm is very flexible in view of the
numerous constraints it can handle.
At this point, it is best to recall the form of the power distri-
bution factors derived in Sec. 2.3. lt was shown that when voltage
variation is neglected,
_ (I) (I) ,,__
85.. 8P.. 8Q.. z.k - zk. V...L (35)as apk ap:. E ii
‘ k ij k
ldentifying the real and complex parts, we have
(I) (I) ,.,__
8Pi. 2.k - zk. V. ·
·ä·(7·J·= R8[(·¥_f··—'L) :L (3.6)
k 2.. V•j k
At this stage, a new formulation of the MPSC problem is proposed and
it is based on an iterative solution using the power distribution
factors of Eq. (3.6) as the coefficients of the H-matrix. ’The method
A
V which proved to converge successfully is an iterative one using a
Newton-Raphson load flow routine in conjunction with the linear program-
ming optimization.
l23
Starting from a base case, for example the one given by the method
described in Sec. 3.l, an incremental linear model is formulated in the
same context as the original one. The coefficients of the H·matrix are
updated with the results of the Newton-Raphson routine that makes use of
the generation schedule found by using linear programing at the previous
· step. The step-by-step formulation of this problem is given below:
Step l: Start with a base case generation schedule given by
3 PZ 's=1, ...,n.i’
_
Step 2: Run a Newton-Raphson load flow to get values for the system
_ variables [Vgl, 6?, i = 2, ..., n. '
Step 3: lnitialize iteration count u = l.
Step Ä: Assuming an incremental change in generation APéu), i = l,
2 i
..., n, modei the incremental line power flows as
DAP,.= 2 —-L AP “IJ kzl 8Pk k
‘ 3Pi.
where ——-J-is given byBP_ k
l l„i’i'
ik k' _j_gp-l·= 7h*[(——;j··——JÖ __]k . Za; Vk
Step 5: Formulate the problem as
max l_· ABG -
_ (u) (u)S' t' -EBranch,Bmin -EB:-anchf-H E-Giga:-anch,max
__ P(u)
—Branch
2h
2.,... · 2é"’ ze:. :2.,... · sé"’
Step 6: Run a Newton-Raphson load flow and compare new values of
system variables with previous ones. If the tolerance is
acceptable, stop. Otherwise, update iteration count
u + u + l and go to step A.
A flowchart of this program is presented in Figure 3-2. The numeri-
cal results are deferred until a later chapter. lt is interesting to
e note at this point that the given algorithm has good convergence proper-
ties, i.e., after only two iterations, the values were very close to the l
L
actual solution even if the actual guess for Pé?), ..., Pé:) was far from
the optimal values.
3.3 Additional Comments ·
In this section, the implementation of the constraints that the pro-
posed program can handle is discussed below. Several types of constraints
describing the adequacy and reliability of an operating power system are
listed below: ‘
Type l: Voltage-controlled busses. These are automatically taken
into account by the‘Newton-Raphson load-flow program. .
Type 2: Limits on the voltages at PQ busses. These are of the form
lvklmin j_|V}l j_|V}|max. Since the inverse of the Jacobian matrix is
readily available from the Newton-Raphson program, the partials
l
aliiil
L
-5;;- k = 2, ..., :1, evaluated at the current solution are available. .
U
The above constraint can be incorporated as
I :25 I
x
_ lnitialize Pé?), ..;, Pég)
Compute Vio), ...,‘v£°I using a Newton-Raphson load-flow program ·
i
Set Iteration count u = I
l
U•date the coefficients of the H-matrix
Compute the incremental generation scheduling
l n
P(u), ..., P(u) using an LP routineG] Gn l _
Compute V; ), ..., vi ) using a Newton-Raphson Ioad—FIow program
Advance N
‘
iiteration count ~ N Nu + u + I test, __ _ ___ _'|::vi:‘“I—:«.:‘“ His, L2 A (ul. (u-l) ·
_ Yes
I
Fig. 3-2. Flow Diagram for the Computation of the MPSC of a Lossless
Network[
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n 3lV.lV7,} ;|vi|‘“’ + z TI;. apkiqv.man k=2 k U ' maxk # Pvbus
Type 3: limits on the injected Q for PV busses. ‘
l These constraints would have the form:
Qmin. 5 Qc. 5 Qmax.’e • u
where Qgi = Qgi + AQGi and AQGi isexpressedas a linear function<yFAPG.
The program developed has several advantages over the one in Section
(3.l). Firstly, it computes the exact optimum solution for the constraints
imposed on the network. This is an advantage when some networks exhibit
highly nonlinear characteristics which can lead to erroneous results if
the program of Section (3.l) is used. Secondly, although the program
is nonlinear if formulated without the incremental model, the method pro-
posed solves it using the efficient and reliable LP routine. The Newton-
Raphson algorithm helps the solution improve by moving.the state vector
[lVé|, 62, ..., IVBI, 6n]T to the boundary of the feasible region using
the control vector [PG , ..., PG ]T as the scheduled generation.
l n
3.h Economic Levels of Loadability
Economic constraints can be included in the formulation of the MPSC
problem of Sec. 3.l or the incremental model of Sec. 3.2. with the _
lossless network used as a model and assuming that the incremental cost -
‘
_ curves of the generating units are straight lines then economic constraints
27
can be added to the problem in the form of equality constraints. How-
ever, now the linear program of Sec. 3.l need not be solved using
linear programming since the equality constraints can be used to
eliminate all but one of the variables. A simple run-through the in-
equalities will provide the desired answer. If a generating unit
reaches its upper limit, then it is set to that limit and the others
are continued to be operated at equal incremental costs. The Maximum
Economic Power Supply Capacity (MEPSC) is defined as the maximum amount
of load the system can supply before a line overload occurs. Fig. 3-3
' shows the MEPSC of a system with three units and in which a line over-
load occurs before the third unit reaches its maximum. Note that the MEPSC
will always be less than the MPSC due to themorerestrictive equality
l
constraints. Addition of these economic constraints can be used in
determining which units can cheaply achieve a higher supply capability
and the method is useful for planning future generation and transmission.
The program can also handle units with different incremental costs
located at the same bus.
As for the incremental model of Sec. 3.2 equality constraints can
also be incorporated leading to the elimination of all but one variable.
Linear programming is not necessary to solve the problem and only the
Newton-Raphson subroutine is used.
Alternatively a trial-and-error method could also be used to solve
the problem. Given an initial guess for PG], values for PG3 and PG6 can
be computed assuming equal incremental costs. Then a Newton-Raphson
load flow routine is run to check the line loadings. PG] is then in-
creased or decreased accordingly and a new load flow is run until a line
has reached its maximum loading.
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‘ CHAPTER IVNUMERICAL RESULTS Lh.l -|terative Solution of the MPSC Problem
The data for the example power system used to illustrate the re-
sults of Chapter Ill is given in Fig. h·l and Tables Ä-1 and Ä-2.
Using the same notation as in Section 2.2 the Maximum Power Supply
Capacity is computed from the following linear program:
Max l_• PE
Subject t° £Branch,min 5-H £E·$·£Branch,max
PG . < PG < PG
L
—-man —·——-—-—-max
where
1- [1 1 1]
T= [P1:] PG3 Pcél
L.27012 .00585 -.0818h
.18h08 .Ohl09 -.06930
.hh580 -.1h693 .05113 3
N
-.0¢+630 .l122l+l .15988
H = .005hh .05566 -.02190
-.09630 .52759 .10988 .
-.00901 .05260 -.53982
-.O2OÄ9 -.11325 -.30119
.02950 .06065 -.15899
L
.32 .¤o
‘°uNrTs
I
l00 .„. 3
·UNlTS
¤250°250 6 4 ., y_250 «
Q2!
Fig. '+·-l. Example Power System.
Table h-l Generation Data
Minimum Loading Maximum Loading
6
(Mw) (Mw)
i l00
3 200
6 750
Table Ä-2 Transmission Data
¤
Line Minimum Maximum •BBranchLoading (Mw) Loading (Mw) (Pu)
1-2 -100 100 2.5
1-11 -80 80 1 .67
l-5 -l00 100 5.0
2-3 -l00 l00 5.0
2-Ä -l00 l00 2.5
2-6 -300 _ 300 l0.0 _
3-5 -200 200 l0.0
Ä-6 -200 200 6.665-6 ·i00 ]00 l.6h
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_ The solution given by the linear programming routine is:
PG] = lOO. MW
PG3 = 200. Mw
PG6 = 57h. Mw
MPSC = PG] + PG3 + PG6 = 87h. Mw
Since there are only inequality constraints (the load flow equations
having been eliminated) a look at the dual solution (available in most LP
packages) helps locate the limiting elements. Any non-zero dual solution
corresponding to an inequality constraint means that equality is actually
achieved at the optimal solution. In other words the inequality is active
at the optimum. This is a result of the complementary slackness theorem
which states that the product of a dual solution and its complementary
surplus/slack variable is zero. In our case line (2,6) is the limiting
element and has reached its maximum loading.
The exact optimal solution can be found using iterative linear pro- N
gramming as explained in Section 3.2. The incremental linear program to
be solved at every iteration is formulated in the following way: "
Max l_· APG
. (ul (ul (ulSubJe°t t° Eßranch, min Bßranch :·H égä-f-Eßranch, max .£Branch
NPG . -PG(u) < PG < PG · PG(u)——m¤n -—- —~—-——-——max ——
where
l_= [lll l] N
APG = [APG APG APG ]T——— l 3 6 N
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£Branch,min’ £Branch,max’ £Emin’ Bgmax are as sh°wn in Tables h-land #-2. NPlul , PG(u) are the values of the corresponding vectors found 9-Branch —— _
by The Newton—Raphson load flow using the results of the previous -iteration. NPTDF(u) is the 9 x 6 matrix of the enhanced Power Transfer Distri-
bution Factors. PTDF( ) is taken to be Eßranch A Bgls to which a first
column filled with zeroes has been added. For u :_I for the elements
of PTDF(u) are updated as followsz
N(u) (0) lmllu) (ul (ul I llPTDF.. = .. —IJ’k PTDF|J’k x IVLIIE} cos (öj ök l
where PTDFij k is the Power Transfer Distribution Factor representing
the portion of power flowing in line (i,j) due to a not change of in-
Njected power APk at bus k. PTDF(O) is tabulated in Table #-3 for con-
venience.
NI6 is the n x n identity matrix. .
.l0 .l0 .l0 .l0 .l0 .l0 N-32 -32 .32 .32 .32 .32.05 .05 .05 .05 .05 .05PU Load = .2l .2l .2l .2l .2l .2l-32 -32 -32 .32 .32 .32
— 0 0 O 0 0 0 N
Tables #-# and #-5 give the solutions of the Newton—Raphson Load Nflow for the initial generation schedule vector £E(O) = [IOO 200 573.56]
¤Table 0-3. Matrix of initial Power Transfer Distribution Factors PTDF(0)
j.BUS
UN; ' l 2 3 0 5 6
•
· |—2 0.000000 —.h05817 -.260279 -.3]0l22 -.]935]l -.35l960
\—h 0.000000 -.207I62 -.I02989 -.357835 -.Il0902 -.253370
l—5 0.000000 -.38702l -.592732 -.332003 -.695587 -.390666
2-3 0.000000 .283076 -.376115 .1921% -.205711 .206175
2-h 0.000000 .095695 -.050220 -.225558 .027089 -.027333
Z-6 0.000000 .2l50]2 .061611 -.276698 -.0l5289 -.530807
3-5 0.000000 .283076 .623885 .l92l30 -.2057]] · .206l75
0-6 0.000000 -.l|l067 -.092760 .0l6607 -.0830l3 -.280703
5-6 0.000000 —.l03906 .03Il53 -.l39909 .098702 -.I88090
N *21
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Table Ä-Ä Initial Solution
(a) Voltage Profile
BUS N0. VOLT. MAG.(PU) VOLT. ANG. (DEG)
I l.00000 0.00000
2 .97025 Ä.5IÄ02
3 l.00000 Ä.I2392
Ä .96279 Ä.68Ä27
5 . -97928 -5-25732
6 l.00000 22.60l92
(b) Line Power Flows .
FROM BUS TO BUS AT BUS P (PU) Q (PU) PERCENT LOAOING
I 2 · I —.I909E+00 .8l9IE·0l I9.090Ä
I 2 2 —.l909E+00 .6Ä65E-0l l9.09OÄ
l Ä I ·.l3l3E+00 -675lE—0l l6.Äl32
I Ä Ä ·.l3l3E+00 .5ÄÄ5E—0l I6.ÄI32
I 5 I .ÄÄ866+00 .l2Ä2E+00 ÄÄ.8650
1 5 5 .ÄÄ866+00 .8088E-0l ÄÄ.8650
2 3 2 .3303E—0l —.IÄÄ2E+00 3.3030
2 3 3 .3303E·0l -.lÄ89E+OO 3.3030
2 Ä 2 ·.6939E-02 .l809E-Ol .6939
2 Ä Ä -.6939E—02 .I793E+OO .6939
2 6 2 ·.30l2E+0l .l908E+00 l00.Äl26
2 6 6 ·.30l2E+0l ·.7770E+O0 l00.Äl26‘
3 5 3 .l596E+0I .3382E+00 79.8125
3 5 5 -l596E+0l .7I98E—0I ‘ 79.8l25
Ä 6 Ä ·.l973E+0I .72ÄIE·0l 98.6355
Ä 6 6 ·.I973E+0l -.5588E+00 98.6355
5 6 5 · . 7505E+00 . I 529E+00 75 _0Ä91
5 6 6 -.7505E+00 -.220lE+00 75.0Ä91
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_ Table Ä·5 Solution at the Fourth Iteration
(a) Voltage Profile
BUS N0. VOLT. MAG.(PU) VOLT. ANG.(DEG)
l l.000O0 0.00000‘ 2 .97052 Ä.Ä680O
3 l.0OOO0 u.1z2o8
Ä .963lO Ä.626l5
5 .979¢13 -5.2L1z29
6 l.O000O 22.Ä738Ä
(b) Line Power Flows 1
· FROM BUS TO BUS AT BUS P (PU) Q (PU) PERCENT LOADING
l 2 l —.l890E+0O .8l08E·Ol l8.90l3
·l 2 2 ·.1890E+oo .6Äl6E•0l l8.90l3
l Ä l -.l297E+OO .6687E·0l l6.2l52
l Ä Ä ·.l297E+00 .SÄllE·0l l6.2l52
l 5 l .ÄÄ7ÄE+OO .l23ÄE+OO ÄÄ.7Ä39
1 5 5 .ÄÄ7ÄE+00 .802712-01 hh.7¢•39
2 3 2 .293OE·0l -.lÄ30E+0O 2.9297
2 3 3 .2930E-Ol -.lÄ75E+O0 2.9297
2 Ä 2 —.6h5oE—o2 .l80lE·0l .6u5o
2 Ä Ä —.6Ä50E·O2 .l785E-Ol .6Ä50
2 6 2 -.3000E+Ol .l892E+O0 l00.0000
2 6 6 -.3000E+Ol —.7702E+O0 l00.0000
3 5 3 .l59ÄE-1-Ol .3363E+00 _ 79 .682Ä
3 S 5 . l 59LlE+Ol .7098E—0l 79 . 682Ä
Ä 6 Ä —.l966E+0l .7l98E—Ol 98.29Äl ·
Ä 6 6 -.l966E+Ol ·.55Ä5E+0O 98.29Äl
S 6 5 -.7Ä7lE+00 .l5l3E+O0 7Ä.7057
S 6 6 -.7Ä7lE+00 -.2l80E+O0 7Ä.7057
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V and the generation schedule vector Pg(h) = [l00 200 57l.30] found at
the fourth pass through linear programming. Actually the results of
the second pass were accurate enough.
#.2 Addition of Economic Constraints
As discussed in Section 3.#, economic constraints can be added to
the linear program if it is assumed that the incremental costs for the·
N_ generating units are straight lines (i.e. if the cost curves are
approximated by quadratic curves). Two test problems were run with
typical incremental cost curves. The first one was transmission line
limited and the second one was generation limited.
N
Test Problem l ‘
The following incremental costs were used:
dF] T· EFE;·= .030 PG] + #.0 (S/MWhr)
dF3 ’.O2Ü PS3 + [+.5 ($/MWTIV)
dF6
EFE;·= .005 PG6 + 3.5 ($/Mwhr)
Assuming the units are operated at equal incremental costs, PG3
and PG6 can be eliminated. Then a run through the inequality constraints
of the linear program of Section 3.l yields the solution
dF] TPG = 77.22 Mw (————·= 6.32 S/Mwhr)l „ dPG]
and then
N
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dF2
PG3 = 90.83 Mw (3-};-6; = 6.32 S/Mwhr) 2
NdF6
PG6 = 563.30 Mw (@-6; = 6.32 s/Mwhr)
The Maximum Economic Power Supply Capacity is then computed as
N
MEPSC = PG} + PG3 + PG6 = 73l.35 MW
The exact solution as given by a trial and error method with a
T Newton-Raphson routine is given below
dF}
PG = 76.880 Mw (——-— = 6.31 $/Mwhr)l dPG}
dF3
PG = 90.320 MW (———-= 6.3l $/Mwhr)3 dPG3
dF6
PG = 56l.280 MW (————-= 6.3l $/Mwhr)6 dPG6
MEPsc = Pc;} + PG3 + P1;6 = 728.L180 Mw
N
In both cases the limiting element was line (2,6),
Test Problem 2
The following incremental costs were used:
(
N
dF}
dF3 „
NEFE; = .0l7PG3 + ä.5 ($/Mwhr)
dF6
äFEE·= .007PG6 + 3.5 (S/Mwhr) ·
N
‘39Theresults are
dFl
PG =· 100.00 (Mw) (——-- = 6.80 s/Mum-)l dPG]
dF3
PG = 135.29 (Mw) (——= 6.80 s/Mwm-)3 dPG3
dF6 '
PG = h7l.Ä3 (Mw) (-———-= 6.80 $/Mwhr)6 dPG68 and
MEPSC = PG] + PG3 + PG6 = 706.72 (Mw)
l
Also the solutions of the dual program show that there is no line
overload. Fixing PG] =lO0.00(MW) and increasing PG3 and PG6 according
to the equal incremental cost criterion, the maximum economic supply
capability of the network can be found. The solution is given by
dF]PG = l00.00 (MW) (——-—-= 6.80S/ whr)ldPG]
dF3PG = 176.1+0 (Mw) (—— = 7.1+5S/ um-)3dPG3
dF6PG = 57l.26 (MW) (——*= 7-[15 $/Mvthr)6 dPG6
Mspsc = PG] + PG3 + PG6 =· 81+7.66 (Mw)
7
The limiting element is again line (2,6). The exact solution can be
found as in Test Problem l and is given below:
l *10
PG] == 100.00 (Mw) (-;;%T= 6.80 $/Mwhr)
PG3 = l75.*15 (Mw) (ggg-; =7.1+8PG6
= 568.95 (MW) (ggg-; = 7•*|8 $/Mwhr)
MEPSC = 8%.*10 (MW).
. ]
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.l Conclusions
Maximum lnterchange Capability and Maximum Supply Capacity were
studied in this thesis in the context of optimal load flows. It was
Nshown that these problems could be formulated as linear programs using
incremental network models. The numerous advantages of linear program-
ming over other optimization techniques makes it enviable for the
implementation of many optimization problems that arise in power
Nsystems operation.
The Maximum lnterchange Capability problem was undertaken first. The
controversial issue raised was the degree of validity of the power transfer
capability numbers which represented the "possible emergency help" that
Na system in distress could receive from its neighbors. A new approach
to give more meaningful numbers was considered by solving a related
N
problem, that of Maximum Supply Capacity. An iterative solution using
linear programming and based on an incremental network model lead to the
Nexact optimal solution. The numerical results indicated that for the sample
power system used, the linear approximation of Reference [Ä] was accurate
enough for practical purposes. However the method described in this
thesis should be used for networks for which that linearization is not
N
valid.
5.2 Recommendations
The proposed method can be easily extended to find the Maximum Supply
Capacity of a lossy network. The method was shown to handle almost any
h2 N
type of operating constraint. Additional features are computational reli-
ability, fast speed of calculation, and ability to handle large systems.
These features and others make linear programming suitable for many
optimization problems that arise in power systems operation.
